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UML for Real-Time:
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- Subset of ULM2
- A small set of concepts:

- Capsules

- Capsule Parts

- Ports

- Protocols

- Connectors

- StateMachines

- Action semantics



Motivation
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UML-RT is specific Need for dedicated environments

Development of Real-Time 
(Embedded) Systems

Support for specific real-time activities
Support for (configurable) platform modeling
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Part I
Customizing Papyrus-(RT)



How and Where to Customize Papyrus ?
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Papyrus-RT
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⬉ Model explorer
⬉ Property menu
⬉ Palette
⬉ Editor
⬉ ...

Simplifying Papyrus
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Kind of 
simplification

Hide elements

Shorten 
“Workflows” ?



Shortening “Workflows”: Element creation
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DnD the Ponger capsule into 
the Top capsule...

… Will automatically initialize 
the ponger capsule part.



Shortening “Workflows”: Diagram Initialization & Navigation
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Double-clicking on the newly 
created capsule part...

… Will automatically open the 
Ponger diagram (automatically 
initialized when the Ponger 
capsule was created).

Double-clicking on the capsule 
does nothing, though.



Shortening “Workflows”: StateMachine modeling
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Defining the language can be 
done globally...

But every time a Behavior has 
to be created...

The language has to be locally 
specified...

Before defining the 
implementation



Shortening “Workflows”: Behavior modeling
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The sames goes for 
defining constraints



⬉ Model explorer
⬉ Property menu
⬉ Palette
⬉ Editor
⬉ ...

Simplifying Papyrus
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Kind of 
simplification

Hide elements

Shorten 
“Workflows”

⬉ Diagram initialization
⬉ Capsule part initialization
➡ Hierarchical navigation 

through hyperlinks
⬊ StateMachine Modeling

?



Shortening “Workflows”: Making some Assumptions
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Assumption 3:
If the language is globally defined, there is no need to locally redefine it when creating the 
opaque behaviors.

Assumption 2:
While UML supports different behaviors (e.g., Activity, Function Behavior, Opaque 
Behavior), for defining entry / exit / do activities and transition’s effect, only Opaque 
Behaviors are used by Papyrus-RT.

Assumption 4:
If an opaque behavior can be defined in the target language (e.g., C++), the action 
semantics is defined by the Papyrus RunTime Service.

Assumption 1:
A capsule may or may not have a behavior. If a behavior is defined, then it is modeled 
using a StateMachine.



Shortening “Workflows”: Opaque Behavior modeling
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While anything can 
be written in this 
box...

...most of the time, the 
action semantics is limited 
to sending messages to 
other capsules.

port
Outgoing
message



Shortening “Workflows”: Contributions
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Assumption 3:
If the language is globally defined, there is no need to locally 
redefine it when creating the opaque behaviors.

Assumption 2:
While UML supports different behaviors (e.g., Activity, Function 
Behavior, Opaque Behavior), for defining entry / exit / do 
activities and transition’s effect, only Opaque Behaviors are used 
by Papyrus-RT.

Assumption 4:
If an opaque behavior can be defined in the target language 
(e.g., C++), the action semantics is defined by the Papyrus 
RunTime Service.

Assumption 1:
A capsule may or may not have a behavior. If a behavior is 
defined, then it is modeled using a StateMachine.

Customization 1:
- Initializing StateMachine models
- Extending the Hyperlink feature 

to open StateMachine diagrams

Customization 2:

- Simple hybrid textual / graphical 
notation for modeling state and 
transition behaviors.



Shortening “Workflows”: StateMachine initialization
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Double-clicking on a capsule 
containing no StateMachine...… will open a dialog to 

create one.

Clicking on Yes......causes the creation of 
the StateMachine and the 
opening of the diagram.



Shortening “Workflows”: StateMachine initialization
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Double-clicking on a capsule 
that already contains a 
StateMachine...

...causes the opening of 
the existing diagram.



Shortening “Workflows”: Hybrid Notation
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Implementation of an Action 
view.

When selecting a state or a 
transition, the Action view’s 
embedded editor becomes active.

It contains an Xtext embedded 
editor for editing state and 
transition behaviors.

When a state is selected, the editor 
supports the creation of entry / exit / do 
actions, as well as internal transitions.

Autocompletion of ports, 
incoming and outgoing 
messages.

When the editor contents is 
saved...

...the UML artifacts are 
created...

...and displayed.



Shortening “Workflows”: Hybrid Notation
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The same goes for 
external transitions.



Shortening “Workflows”: Hybrid Notation
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Hybrid textual / graphical notation:
- Implementation of a specific view ;
- Integration of an embedded Xtext editor ;
- Supports state’s entry / do / exit actions ;
- Supports state’s internal transition ;
- Supports external transition’s effect.

Current limitations:
- Basic action semantics (e.g., does not support constraints, or multiple triggers) ;
- Does not support complex behaviors (e.g., written in C++).

Work to do:
- Improve the grammar ;
- Support of the Papyrus RTS library (log, frame, timer) ;
- Mixing with other Xtext grammars (e.g., C++) when the target language is defined.
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Part II
Supporting Specific Activities 

for Real-time (Embedded) 
System Development



The Rover Case Study

Graphical Model using Papyrus-RT Textual Model in TUML-RT
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Supporting Specific Activities for RTE Systems

Model Animation in a 3D environment
(Unity)

Model Animation in a 2D 
environment
(Web-based)

Model Monitoring of timing 
constraints

(LTTng)
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Extending the PapyrusRT code generator
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Platform Layering
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Hardware

File System

GPIO Class

Rover Library

Application

<<Artifact>>
GPIOClass

Rover

ds:DetectionSensor
pingTrig: GPIOClass(“23”);

engine:EngineController
rightMotorF: GPIOClass(“6”);

ControlSoftware



Platform Layering
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Hardware

File System

GPIO Class

Rover Library

Application

- Contains the Business Logic ;
- Does not know about the HW configuration ;
- Interacts with the Rover Library.

- Define the protocols the Business Logic will 
have to interact with ;

- Interacts with the Hardware ;
- Specific to a design configuration.

? Problem:
How to change the design configuration without 
having to modify the Rover Library ?

✓Proposition:
Embedding a specific configuration page with 
the loaded library



Configuration Page to configure the Rover package
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Configuration 
page

Give an 
overview of the 
platform.

Allow for editing the 
design configuration 
(i.e., the GPIO mapping)

The UMLRT-Rover 
package is loaded in 
the model.



Conclusion
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Several customizations have been done for RTE system development within Papyrus-RT.

Some are general improvement :
- Shortening “Workflows” ;
- Simplifying the modeling of behaviors.

Others are specific to RTE systems :
- Animation view ;
- Monitoring view ;
- Configuration Page.

Work to do:
- Improve the action semantics ;
- Provide a generic implementation for loading platform libraries and configuration pages.
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Tutorial @ MODELS 2016
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